
We're Konvoy and we're here to deliver cutting edge, tech-based keg 
solutions. Go see the Konvoy crew on stand 5 for unparalleled service and
industry experience, and the very best in keg deals!

Looking for labels that make an impact? The labelling guru's at 
Label & Litho know all the tricks to create innovative bespoke labels 
that stand out from the crowd. Label & Litho are passionate about quality
labels and quality service. Pop by and see the crew at Label & Litho to
find out how they can create the best possible label for your
requirements.

With over 40 different premium New Zealand malts produced with locally 
grown grains Gladfield Malt, also supply a vast range of complementary 
brewing and distilling products. With second to none customer service, the
team at Gladfield Malt will exhibit at BrewNZ with the company of Murphy 
and Son representative, Nick Brading and the Australasia team of
Lallemand Brewing.

Supplying New Zealand craft brewers with quality brewing ingredients for 
over 30 years, Cryer Malt is dedicated to sourcing the most premium malt, 
hops and yeast to help brewers create the foundations of a truly excellent 
beer. Visit the Cryer Malt team to talk about Malt, Hops and Yeast, and how
Cryer Malt can tailor a package to suit your brewing needs.

STAND # 5: KONVOY KEGS

STAND # 3: LABEL & LITHO

STAND # 1: CRYER MALT

STAND # 4: GLADFIELD MALT
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Have a chat with Tony and Craig from Contact Energy who are interested
in talking about CO2 usage in the brewing industry. Contact is currently
investigating the capture and supply of CO2 from their geothermal power
stations, a project that the Guild is very supportive of.

STAND # 2: CONTACT ENERGY

https://www.murphyandson.co.uk/team-members/nick-brading/
https://www.lallemandbrewing.com/en/australia-new-zealand/contact-us/global-contacts/
https://www.murphyandson.co.uk/team-members/nick-brading/
https://www.lallemandbrewing.com/en/australia-new-zealand/contact-us/global-contacts/


The Bintani team are really looking forward to seeing everyone for the 
BREWNZ'2023 Expo in Christchurch. We’ve got samples and tasters to 
showcase some exciting innovations from our international partners 
including Weyermann® Specialty Malt, Simpson’s Malt, Indie Hops, and
Fermentis. Come and see us for a taste and a chat.

Wedderburn Labels are excited to be showcasing world-class 
Custom Labels and a range of operational equipment including
Label Applicator Systems, Automated Weigh-Packaging Systems, 
Check Weighers and Metal Detection equipment. From craft to corporate 
members, we welcome the opportunity to chat with you about your needs
and how we can help turn your goals into reality.

NZ Hops, true originators of some of the world’s best and most unique 
hops. A sensory extravaganza, rub, taste, and takeaway some of these 
diverse and exciting hop varieties such as Superdelic™, Nectaron®, Nelson
Sauvin™ and Motueka™, plus meet Dr Ron Beatson, NZ Hops Ambassador
and New Zealand’s leading hop geneticist.
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STAND # 7: BINTANI

STAND # 8: NZ HOPS

STAND # 9: WEDDERBURN LABELS

Fermentis works with everyone in the world of beer, wine, spirits and 
other fermented beverages. Its range of products and services covers 
almost all professional requirements: from safeguarding production to 
expressing sensory characteristics. Call by and see the team at Stand 6.

STAND # 6: FERMENTIS



PhilStic Labels is a private, New Zealand owned and operated company in 
the second generation of family stewardship. PhilStic is disrupting the 
marketplace, with their new Gallus Labelfire 340 press. This state-of-the-art
press delivers photographic quality resolution, meaning your brand literally
jumps off the shelf. With another soon to be released game-changing 
product, make sure you visit the Philstic team at BREWNZ'2023.

Learn, connect and thrive in your career as a brewer. With over 3,000
members from breweries of all sizes in 90 countries, the Institute of
Brewing & Distilling (IBD) is here to help you achieve the benchmark in
technical brewing knowledge to produce quality beer consistently. IBD can
help you get industry exposure and professional contacts to help progress 
your career in the brewing industry and beyond. Call by booth 13, & take our 'Brewing
Mastermind Quiz' to assess your technical knowledge, and see a live demo of our new on
demand brewing courses, technical qualifications and training programs.

Clayton Hops is a family-owned business with a new world-class pelletising
facility in the Tasman region. As the largest hop growers in the country, 
we're proud to say that our innovation program is a game-changer for the 
brewing industry. Sign up to be first to receive samples of cryogenically 
processed enriched pellets, grab some of our CY23 T90 samples & talk to 
the team about our exciting new advanced hop products & how we can 
take New Zealand brews to the next level.
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STAND # 11: PHILSTIC

STAND # 12: CLAYTON HOPS

STAND # 13: THE INSTITUTE OF BREWING & DISTILLING

Breweries across New Zealand are taking action to future-proof 
themselves against a shifting operating environment and customer
preferences. Call by stand 10, to find out about EECA's Brewing 
Decarbonisation Pathway. The pathway offers tools and resources 
which will both benefit your business and lessen the impact of the 
brewing sector as a whole.

STAND # 10: EECA



MCC works diligently to provide our customers with the right label
solutions. We have the market expertise and resources to deliver
labels that elevate your brand. Our experience in labelling craft beer 
spans from the smallest boutique products right through to large volume brands applied
at high speed. Our team of label experts provide seamless solutions to the unique
challenges faced in craft beer labelling and our booth will showcase our extensive
selection of label materials and embellishments. So be sure to pop in for a chat at our
booth or over at the coffee station, proudly sponsored by MCC.

Anton Paar develops, produces and distributes highly accurate laboratory
instruments and process measuring systems. Our stand will showcase a
range of instrumentation for the measurement of Density/SG, Extract,
Alcohol, Colour, Dissolved CO2/O2, O2 Purity, Total Package Oxygen and
Fermentation Tracking in both the laboratory and process environment. 
Further to this our team can introduce you to our ALAB 5000, that brings an automated lab
to the line, and our Flexblend Inline Carbonating, Blending and Dosing solutions to optimise
your production.

Kegstar partners with brewers by delivering a more efficient and
sustainable keg supply chain. Rather than owning, leasing or using 
difficult to recycle single-use plastic kegs, brewers share high-quality 
Kegstar branded kegs.Their complete outsourced keg solution also 
simplifies keg management by consolidating activities and costs that
are normally hidden throughout a brewers’ operations. The result is their
proven pay-per-fill keg program that delivers unparalleled flexibility, 
predictability, operating efficiencies, and lower total cost of ownership.
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STAND # 17: MCC

STAND # 15: ANTON PAAR

STAND # 16: KEGSTAR

HPA is the largest hop grower in Australia, backed by a team of experts
in plant breeding, farm operations, customer service and brewing
support. As sole custodians of their Aussie hops, and regional
representatives of
the global BarthHaas group, HPA can supply a huge range of
consistently high-quality Aussie, international and innovative hop
products so you can make consistently high-quality beers. See the team
at Stand 14.

STAND # 14: HOP PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA


